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threaded fitment neck (80) extending upwardly from the up -
per deck, and a fitment seat (54) surrounding the fitment
neck. The fitment seat has a vent hole (52) radially spaced
from the hub. The dispensing fitment includes a fitment
body (36), an arbor (38) extending downwardly from the
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dispensing neck (48) extending upwardly from the fitment
78 body. The arbor (82) is movable between an open venting

i \ position and a closed position which blocks the vent hole
(52).
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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

□ Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

-""-Please See Supplemental Page-***-

1. I I As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

2. As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees.

3. I I As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

1-6

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the

□ payment of a protest fee.

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest

□ fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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-""-Continued from Box No. Ill: Observations where unity of invention is lacking-"*-

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Group I: Claims 1-6 are directed toward a closure assembly with an annular outwardly threaded fitment neck and an annular inwardly
threaded sealing wall.

Group II: Claims 7-17 are directed toward a closure assembly with an arbor including an annular locking ledge.

The inventions listed as Groups l-ll do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons.

The special technical features of Group I include an annular outwardly threaded fitment neck extending upwardly from said upper deck
and surrounding said hub, an annular recessed fitment seat surrounding said threaded fitment neck; an annular inwardly threaded
sealing wall extending downwardly from said fitment body, said inwardly threaded sealing wall being threadably received with said
outwardly threaded fitment neck of said closure; a lower closed position where a lower peripheral edge of said fitment sealing wall is in
engagement with recessed fitment seat to block said vent hole and an upper open position where said lower peripheral edge of said
fitment sealing wall is spaced upwardly from said vent hole allowing air to pass through said vent hole (which is not present in Group II).

The special technical features of Group II include a recessed fitment seat surrounding said hub, a fitment body having an annular sealing
platform extending radially outwardly thereof, said annular sealing platfomri having a lower sealing surface, a cantilevered arm extending
radially outwardly from said arbor, a vent plug extending downwardly from said cantilevered arm, said vent plug being positioned for
radial alignment with said vent hole, whereby said cantilevered arm is positioned in facing engagement with recessed seat and whereby
said lower surface of said annular sealing platform is positioned in facing engagement with recessed seat; an open venting position
where said vent plug is circumferentially displaced and not engaged with said vent hole and a closed position where said vent plug is
circumferentially aligned and engaged with said vent hole; the lower closed position wherein said lower surface of said annular sealing
platform engages said recessed fitment seat and blocks said vent hole, and the open venting position wherein said lower surface of said
annular sealing platform is spaced upwardly from said recessed fitment seat an allowing air to pass through said vent hole, said arbor
including an annular locking ledge on an outside surface thereof which engages with a complementary annular groove formed on an
inner surface of said hub, said annular groove having an lower edge wall corresponding to said lower closed position and an upper edge
wall corresponding to said open venting position, said locking ledge and said groove cooperating to maintain said dispensing fitment in
assembled relation with said closure body and providing positive locating positions of said dispensing fitment relative to said closure
(which is not present in Group I).

The common technical features of Groups l-ll include a closure; and a dispensing fitment, said closure including a closure body, and a
closure cap, said closure body having an upper deck, a tubular hub extending downwardly from said upper deck, and a skirt extending
downwardly from said closure deck, said hub having a bottom wall and an entrance orifice within said bottom wall, said hub further
including a sleeve wall extending downwardly from said bottom wall for receiving therein a dispensing tube, said recessed fitment seat
having a vent hole radially spaced from said hub, said skirt being configured and arranged for engaging a neck of a container, said
dispensing fitment including a fitment body, an arbor extending downwardly from said fitment body, a dispensing neck extending
upwardly from said fitment body, and a flow conduit extending longitudinally through said arbor, said fitment body and said dispensing
neck, said arbor is slidably and rotatably received in interfitting mating relation within said hub of said closure body, said dispensing
fitment being rotatably and linearly movable relative to said closure between a lower closed position and an upper open position.

- "-Continued on Next Supplemental Page-"*-
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-• "-Continued from Previous Supplemental Box- * -

These common technical features are disclosed by US 3,780,951 A (POWERS): (sprayer 10 (closure assembly) is attached to a
container 11 (spray system, collectively), the sprayer 10 (closure assembly) having body 15 extending to flange 13 with dispensing head
(closure, collectively) thereon, and collar 18 and check-valve 28 (dispensing fitment, collectively); figure 1), said closure including a
closure body, and a closure cap (body 15 extending to flange 13 with dispensing head (closure, collectively) includes a body 15 (closure
body) and a dispensing head (closure cap); figure 1), said closure body having an upper deck, a tubular hub extending downwardly from
said upper deck (body 5 (closure body) has an upward portion 15a (upper deck), a series of tubular portions (tubular hub) extending
downwardly therefrom); figure 1), a skirt extending downwardly from said closure deck (annular vee-shaped slant-sided open groove
(fitment seat) extends around a top portion of an annular outwardly threaded fitment neck, which mates with a cap 12 (skirt) shown to
extend downwardly from upward portion 15a (upper deck); figure 1), said hub having a bottom wall and an entrance orifice within said
bottom wall (tubular portions (tubular hub) include an upper portion with an L-shaped cross-section below check-valve 28, i.e., having a
bottom wall with an aperture (entrance orifice) shown therethrough; figure 1), said hub further including a sleeve wall extending
downwardly from said bottom wall for receiving therein a dispensing tube (tubular portions (tubular hub) include lower tubular portions
(sleeve wall) shown to extend downwardly to a liquid pickup tube 29 (dispensing tube); figure 1), said recessed fitment seat having a
vent hole radially spaced from said hub, said skirt being configured and arranged for engaging a neck of a container (annular
vee-shaped slant-sided open groove (recessed fitment seat) is shown to have a vent passage 17 (vent hole) radially spaced from the
tubular portions (tubular hub), the cap 12 (skirt) shown to engage a neck of container 1; figure 1), said dispensing fitment including a
fitment body, an arbor extending downwardly from said fitment body (collar 18 and check-valve 28 (dispensing fitment, collectively)
include a collar 18 and rim 18a (fitment body, collectively) and a check-valve 28 (arbor) shown to extend downwardly within collar 18,
i.e., extending downwardly therefrom; figure 1), a dispensing neck extending upwardly from said fitment body (passage 26 (dispensing
neck) is shown extending upwardly from check-valve 28, i.e., of the fitment body; figure 1), and a flow conduit extending longitudinally
through said arbor, said fitment body and said dispensing neck (fluid flows upward past check-valve 28 (arbor), collar 18 and rim 18a
(fitment body, collectively), and passage 26 (dispensing neck), i.e., a flow conduit; figure 1), while said arbor is slidably and rotatably
received in interfitting mating relation within said hub of said closure body (check-valve 28 (arbor) is capable of sliding and rotating
movement within (interfitting mating relation) the upper tubular portion of tubular portions (tubular hub); figure 1), said dispensing fitment
being rotatably and linearly movable relative to said closure between a lower closed position (collar 18 and check-valve 28 (dispensing
fitment, collectively) has a collar 18 which is rotatable, i.e., along the interfitting mating potions, relative to body 15 (closure body), such
that linear movement is also performed, such that when closed, i.e., a closed position, rim 18a (lower peripheral edge) of collar 18
prevents leakage through vent passage 17 (vent hole), i.e., in engagement therewith; figure 1; column 1, lines 20-25) and an upper open
position (vent passage 1 (vent hole) may be opened, i.e., an open position, as shown, such that the rim 18a is spaced upwardly from
vent passage 1 (vent hole); figure 1; column 1, lines 20-25).

Because the common technical features are disclosed by Powers, the inventions are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept. Therefore, Groups I and II lack unity.
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